
Why join our collective? 

Horizon Paris 8th Art guarantees its artists a constant promotion of their works through its online art 

gallery, its social networks but also with exhibitions (between 1 and 2 per year depending on 

availability and projects) located mainly in the 8th arrondissement of the capital (exhibitions carried 

out according to the availability of the premises and subject to favorable sanitary conditions). 

There are no exhibition fees (or even commission on sales made at these events) to be paid in 

addition to the membership, at the time of the exhibitions. 

The only commission that is taken is that made on the works sold via the online art gallery up to 20% 

(this commission allows us to pay the various management costs of the gallery). 

We also bring our artists together every 3 months (if the health situation allows it) in order to 

propose and prepare future events. 

Your membership allows us to offer you exhibitions, artistic projects and authorizes us to sell your 

works via our online art gallery. 

How to join the collective? 

Are you an amateur or professional artist, beginner or confirmed, and wish to express your talent 

and make your works known to the general public? 

Joining Horizon Paris 8th Art is an opportunity for you to have scenes of expression and to engage in 

a collective that aims to promote its artists. 

To join, please send an e-mail to the following address: 

contact@horizonparis8emeart.com  or associationhp8a@gmail.com 

We need your contact details as well as a complete file containing: 

- Up-to-date CV or artistic book (min. 5 works) or a link to your site if you have one.

Memberships are subject to approval by the Selection Committee, which meets weekly. 

Note that we are an apolitical cultural association, but also that certain works (nude, political or 

partisan works) cannot be exhibited in certain cultural places that we offer, in particular in view of 

the audiences they welcome. 
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In the case of the acceptance of your artistic file by the Committee, you will receive by e-mail a 

certificate of membership which must be attached when paying for your membership as well as the 

signed charter of commitment which will also be sent to you. via the link below: 

https://www.helloasso.com/associations/horizon-paris-8eme-art/adhesions/adhesion 

The decision of the selection committee to accept the application of an artist is valid for 1 month, if 

the payment of the membership is not made during this period, the decision of acceptance is 

canceled. 

The contribution as an artist of HP8A is an amount of 130€ per year for all artists (and also for 
artists living abroad but still wishing to exhibit) and 110€ per year for artists living or working in the 
8th arrondissement of Paris. Membership is 100€ for artists who only wish to be part of our online 
gallery without being able to exhibit.

The one-year membership is renewable on its anniversary date.
These contributions will allow us to finance management and communication costs.
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